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Assessment of senior officials, according to this
report, is designed to improve performance in terms of systems
objectives. Assessment is defined as the measurement of the distance
between performance desired and performance achieved. The author
suggests that in developing an evaluative system the school system
should first spend a lot of time, money, and effort in choosing
administrators. In addition, he recommends development of a system
for a nonthreatening cooperative assessment of administrator
performance. The system recommended by the author is essentially a
management-by-objectives approach. The author contends that an
assessment program should ensure that expectations held for a
system's educational program by trustees and administrative officers
be congruent. (Page 1 may reproduce poorly.) (JF)
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While [ was preparing these remarks, I came to the conclusion that I

am a greater fool than I had previously thought. Who in his right mind would

suggest to an audience of administrators a plan whereby they might lose their

on Jobs? My only hope, I guess, Is to couch these remarks in such abstract,

convoluted, theoretical terms that no one, could understand anything. Althoug

such is not my intent, I'll probably be accused of it anyway.

We're talkin..): about assessment today. What do we mean by the term?

For this discussion, I take assessment to'mean the measurement of the

distance between performance desired and performance achieved. Put simply,

this means, did you do what you said you were going to do.

My first inclination in thinking about this was to say that since the

senior officials are responsible for everything that goes on in the school

system we should assess them according to school system criteria. That is

we could take certain measures such as s7.:udent progress on standardized

tests,' retention rates, teacher turnover and the like as measures of

administrative performance. There is a place for this kind of thing as I

.X shall mention in a few minutes, but I am convinced that a fair appraisal

cn
rti of administrative performance must he made on a different basis. Not only

4 are our instruments not precise enough.at the present time, but such an

approach in my view is contrary to the nature of responsibility. I n a rational

T13.



sense, one can onlv he evaluated on what he has sine control over, and,

whereas an official mly be responsiMe in a general sense for the whole

school Grogram, one could not hold him accountable very well for lack of

nrogre-;s or problems for which he is not expected to take action or which

are the result of outside factors such as lack of resources or general

social conditions.

What happens when essentially unfair criteria are used for assessment,

such as teacher attitudes toward the system, is that global evaluations are

made which do not genuinely reflect the achievements or lack of achievements

of the system in terms of system objectives.

Having rejected pure rationality as an approach to administrative

ss-ssment, T wish not to make four points which I think are important in

;:lie development of an evaluation system.

1. Spend a lot of time, money and effort in choosing the proper men

(women) in the first place.

The typical pattern or selection of senior officials in Ontario

school systems is to place an advertisement in the Globe and Mail, wait for

replies, interview some or all of the respondents to the ad, choose t.e

individual who does best the interview or whose background is best known

personally to the interviewers. I suggest that more attention needs to be

paid to approaching potential candidates directly, describing the job and

qualifications for it, designing appropriate arplication forms, obtaining

references and outside judgments and structuring the visit of the candidate

to the system. In short, assessment begins with selection.

2. Develop and adopt a system for non-threatening cooperative

assessment of the performance of individuals.

A. In the case of the Chief Executive Officer, I think that the
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ineivieual should sit down with the trustees at the beeinninR of a specified

period of time and agree on a series of concrete objectives which the CEO

will attenpt to achir-ve. At the end of the specified period, the official

and the trustees_will look at the objectives, hear reports on achievement,

and discuss areas where objectives could not be met. In a sense, this is

a process of refining the job description.

What types of items make appropriate objectives? We cannot

offer a definitive answer except to say that they should be items over

which the CEO would have control, and they should be stated in measurable

terms. For example, the CEO might commit himself to planning and initiating

an in-service training program which will identify and train potential principals

within the system. He would agree at the begirming to be accountable for

this and would be directly responsible for it.

Although it is often difficult to meet objectives within a set

period of a year, I believe that at least once a year the official and

the trustees should sit down in private session for purposes of assessment,

for the adoption of new or revised objectives and for agreement on the

general job boundaries of the role of Chief Executive Officer.

B. The sane procedure could be used for senior officials,

except that trustees would not be directly involved. The Chief Executive

Officer should agree with each of the senior officials on specific objectives

related to the individual's responsibilities. These should be written down.

At the end of the specified period, reports would indicate the degree to

which the objectives had been met, or, in a sense, the degree to which the

agreed on job had been done.

C. The results of these sessions should not be either praise

or censure of individuals but a sense of the degree of progress and improvement



in the educational work of the system. Failure to meet an objective,

for example, may be the result of factors outside the control of the

official involved. On the other hand, identification of these factors

permits core realistic objectives to be set.

3. Work on ways of evaluating the total school program and relating

this.evaluation to administrative performance.

We know we are going to see more and more movement toward the

adoption of program budgetting systems and related evaluation mechanisms

for the allocation of resources. It seems to me that the administrative

team (Chief Executive Officer amd Senior Officials) could examine its own

performance with the aid of some systems techniques. This is similar to

the suggestion in Recommendation Two except that it involves the administrative

team as a whole. Here is where performance tests related to educational

achievement and to administrative responsibility could be used. Given

that objectives have been developed, the administrative team could examine

retention rates, turnover, test scores and surveys of student attitudes,

teacher attitudes, and public attitudes in relation to its objectives.

4. Provide for changes in the function of personnel (or evcn

personnel changes) related to the assessment process.

A. It seems essential to me that there be a degree of congruence

between the performance of the Chief Executive Officer and attitudes of the

Board of Education. The function of the assessment methods we have described

here is to maximize the cooperative potential between the way the CEO does

his job and the expectations held for the educational program by the trustees.

If the assessment procedure indicates that such congruence does not or cannot

exist, then some action nust be taken. It is part of any general model for

school board governance that in the case of extreme and continued shortfall
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between performance inch e%pectations, it is for the Chief Executive Officer

to either chancy' his behavior or move to another position. This is because

in our present syste-1 it is the trustees who hold the ultimate resnonsibility.

I say this realizing that in Ontario the official holds some

direct responsibility to the Ministry of Education. Although this assures

some measure of protection for the CEO, it also creates a serious dilemma

ot)1 for 1)im and for the trustees. The result has been long tenure in many

cases where short tenure would be beneficial both for the officials and

for the trustees, and probably for the school program itself.

B. For other senior officials, the same general principle holds,

although senior officials are directly responsible to the CEO rather than

to the Board. The same dilemma, though, exists related to the Ministry of

Education. In general, it seems to me, the behavior of senior officials

should be lOoked at in relation to his performance within the administrative

team. If his performance, according to the mechanism suggested earlier,

contributes to the achievements of the administrative team as a whole, then

tAte emphasis should be on continued improvement in both an individual sense

and a team sense. If the individual as a result of cooperative efforts still

cannot function effectively, then a change should be considered, not necessarily

in terms of firing, which seems an impossibility except in extreme cases,

but in terms of shifting functions and responsibilities.

C. Throughout this discussion, I've tried to emphasize the

point that assessment of senior officials is for the purpose of improving

performance in terms of system objectives. Even as-we reject the idea these

days of student failure, so we can reject the idea of administrative failure

except in extreme cases. What we suggest instead is the idea of examining

what we do with the administrative talent within the system in terms of



achieving maxirum effectiveness. A willingness to be honest in self.

appraisal and courageous in effecting beneficial changes of function is

essential.
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